
Homemade Laundry Detergent
This detergent is terrific for sensitive skin and also cloth diapers, as it doesn't build up.

Fred Meyer and Winco are the only stores that carry all three ingredients,

you'll find them in the cleaning/detergent aisles.

Ingredients

1 Fels Naptha Bar of soap

2 Cups Arm and Hammer Washing Soda (not to be mistaken with baking soda)

2 Cups Borax

8 cups water (more needed to fill  buckets)

Directions

Put a large pot with the 8 cups of water on medium high. Grate the bar of fels naptha, and dissolve in the pot of water. Stir continually until  the shavings have
disappeared.

When the bar is dissolved add 2 cups washing soda and 2 cups of borax. Stir this mixture until  it is well blended. Take 3 5 gallon buckets and fill  ½ full of hot tap water.
Add half the soap mixture to each bucket and stir together. Add more hot water until  each bucket is full.

Use about ¼ to ½ cup per load. Use 1/3 cup for front loaders. Bleach or Oxy-clean are good options for whitening whites with this detergent.

April's notes:

This is a funny recipe because sometimes it gels more than others. The trick that seems to work for me, is after stirring the soap mixture into the buckets of water, I get a
wire whip and whip it really good about every 30 minutes until  it is completely cooled. Sometimes the top ten inches will be really watery and there will be a big gel “glop”
in the bottom, if you just continue to whip it up really well as it cools then it stays a little more consistent for rest of the time it's stored. It doesn't have as smooth a
consistency as regular detergent, it will be slightly watery, with small “curds” of gel throughout it. If it doesn't gel at all, don't worry, just go ahead and stir it really well
before you put it into your containers. I've used it that way before and it still works well. But since I started whipping it while it's cooling, I haven't had it not set up.

I keep my detergent in a washed out Tide container, refilling it from the 5 gallon bucket each time I run out. I use the lid to measure my soap like I did when I used Tide.
Before I open the lid each time, I just shake my container once or twice to make sure it's well mixed.


